monasteries. On its far wall a now-reduced recess preserves the position of the main fireplace and
chimney.

Later changes
Six years after Henry VIII dissolved the monastery in 1538, he sold it to a Hadleigh clothier whose
son built a mansion on one side of the Gatehouse.9 Most of the monastery was quarried for building
materials, but the Refectory survived as it was easily repurposed as a granary. The windows were
replaced with ventilators built of bricks. Large openings to admit wagons were made on the long
sides and the bay we see today jutted into the cloister. Thereafter known as Abbey Barn, the
building played an important role in the agricultural improvements introduced by Sir Bernard
Greenwell prior to World War 2.10 After the war it continued to be used for the milling of animal
feed on the estate, but the vibrations of machinery eventually rendered the old building unsafe.
In 2019 a permanent home was found for the boat collection in Poland. A team of Gdansk Maritime
Museum staff packed the craft expertly in large lorries for (it is hoped) their last journey. They are
receiving conservation and will form a special exhibition to mark the 60th anniversary of the
founding of the Museum.
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